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HEINOLA Sawline solutions contain the basic elements for 
several customer-oriented implementation models. Variable 
factors can include the raw material base, production 
volumes, existing facilities or the special demands of the 
customer’s market. 

HEINOLA has been involved in providing numerous 
production facilities to suit different cultures and the varying 
markets of its customers. Deliveries for these different 
conditions have led to the creation of really versatile solutions 
and have given us a good understanding of how the basic 
products need to be adapted. 

HEINOLA uses its own robust machine units and 
automation as the main elements when building the lines. 
Chipper canters, bandmills, circular saws, profiling units 
and edging machines form the basis of our product range. 
HEINOLA Automation provides the lines with its own 
sawmill pattern support systems, scanners, optimisations, 
curve sawing and line automation. 

HEINOLA Sawlines’ programme begins with a merry-go-
round sawing line, fitted with one edger optimiser. Many 
entrepreneurs have begun production with modern sawing 
technology using this line solution. As the market situation 
changes, the solution can easily be expanded into a straight 
sawing line with higher production capacity. 

The most up-to-date and streamlined HEINOLA Sawline is 
a full profiling solution. This line is fitted with an automatic 
log rotating system, a HEINOLA syncro cutting system with 
circular saws and side board optimisation for both first and 
second cut. 

CUSTOMER-DRIVEN LINE SOLUTIONS 
The basic lines featuring on the following pages have been 
used to build dozens of different line solutions based on 
them. Choose freely from the elements featured here to create 
a basic concept for your own HEINOLA Sawline or to modify 
an existing one. We can then think together about the details 
and combine them into your own tailored HEINOLA sawline.

HEINOLA SAWLINES
for advanced 
industrial needs

SYMBOLS AND CUTTING UNITS

Chipper canter Profi ling unit

Bandmill or circular saw Edger

HEINOLA chipper canter

HEINOLA profi ling unit

HEINOLA syncro circular saw

HEINOLA profi ling unit

HEINOLA chipper canter

HEINOLA bandmillHEINOLA bandmill
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1. HEINOLA 100 BE Required area for layout appr. 12 x 60 m

Bandmill line with roundabout and optimising edger
Capacity around 40 000 m3/shift/year

1. Chipper canter 
2. Bandmill 
3. Edger optimiser

Required area for layout appr. 12 x 60 m2. HEINOLA 100 PS

Circular saw line with roundabout and optimising profi ling
Capacity 50 000 m3/shift/year

1. Chipper canter 
2. Profi ling 
3. Circular syncro saw

1 2 3
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4. HEINOLA 200 EPS Required area for layout appr. 12 x 90 m

Circular saw line with optimising edger, profi ling unit, curve sawing 
Capacity around 125 000 m3/shift/year

1. Chipper canter 
2. Circular syncro saw
3. Chipper canter 
4. Cant scanner 

5. Profi ling 
6. Circular syncro saw
7. Edger optimiser

1 2 3 4 5 6

7

3. HEINOLA 200 BEPS Required area for layout appr. 12 x 90 m

Bandmill and circular sawing, optimising edger, profi ling, curve sawing 
Capacity 100 000 m3/shift/year

1. Chipper canter 
2. Bandmill 
3. Chipper canter 
4. Cant scanner

5. Profi ling
6. Circular syncro saw
7. Edger optimiser



8. HEINOLA 350 BE Required area for layout appr. 22 x 100 m

Bandmill line with optimising edgers 
Capacity around 160 000 m3/shift/year

1. Chipper canter
2. Band mill x 4
3. Chipper canter
4. Band mill x 4 
5. Band mill x 4 
6. Edger optimiser x 3

5.1 2 5
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5. HEINOLA 250 LPS Required area for layout appr. 12 x 90 m

Circular saw line with full profi ling for logs, curve sawing
Capacity 125 000 m3/shift/year

1. Chipper canter 
2. Log profi ling 
3. Circular syncro saw
4. Cant scanner 

1 2 5 63 4 7

5. Chipper canter
6. Cant profi ling
7. Circular syncro saw

6. HEINOLA 250 CPS Required area for layout appr. 12 x 90 m

Circular saw line with full profi ling for cant, curve sawing
Capacity 150 000 m3/shift/year

1. Chipper canter 
2. Chipper canter
3. Cant profi ling 
4. Circular syncro saw

1 2 5 63 4 7

5. Cant scanner 
6. Profi ling
7. Circular syncro saw

7. HEINOLA 400 CPS Required area for layout appr. 12 x 100 m

Circular saw line with full profi ling for cant, two circular saws in second cut, curve sawing
Capacity 200 000 m3/shift/year

1. Chipper canter
2. Chipper canter
3. Cant profi ling 
4. Circular syncro saw

5. Cant scanner 
6. Profi ling
7. Circular syncro saw

1 2 5 63 4 77



”WHEN INDUSTRY operators are looking for a supplier 
that will provide a customer oriented solution, whether for 
an individual machine or the entire plant process, they 
choose HEINOLA. We are proud to be able to provide this. 
We believe that demand for our expertise will only increase 
as the markets are constantly changing.”

JUHA ROPILO
Sales Director

Heinola Sawmill Machinery Inc. • P.O. Box 24, FI-18101 Heinola, Finland • Tel. +358 (0)3 848 411 • www.heinolasm.fi 

HEINOLA SAWMILL MACHINERY INC.
has decades of expertise in sawmill process solutions. Our experience

and creative solutions ensure that sawmill customers receive skilled service,
from single machines to complete plants. HEINOLA provides sawmills

with customer-led, reliable and cost-effective solutions. The delivery
programme includes all the main processing requirements, with the necessary

auxiliary equipment, delivered as a total turnkey solution if desired.
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Heinola Sawmill Machinery Inc. • P.O. Box 24, FI-18101 Heinola, Finland • Tel. +358 (0)3 848 411 • www.heinolasm.fi 

SAWLINES • EDGING • LUMBER HANDLING • 
DRYING KILNS • CHIPPERS • AUTOMATION • HEINOLA CARE

HEINOLA SAWMILL MACHINERY INC.
has decades of expertise in sawmill process solutions. Our experience

and creative solutions ensure that sawmill customers receive skilled service,
from single machines to complete plants. HEINOLA provides sawmills

with customer-led, reliable and cost-effective solutions. The delivery
programme includes all the main processing requirements, with the necessary

auxiliary equipment, delivered as a total turnkey solution if desired.


